Distribution of bone tracer uptake in symptomatic knees after ACL reconstruction compared to asymptomatic non-operated knees: a method for better differentiating patient-specific from disease-specific bone tracer uptake in SPECT/CT.
To evaluate the differences of bone tracer uptake (BTU) in symptomatic and asymptomatic contralateral knees in patients after reconstruction of the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL-R) and to identify typical BTU patterns and threshold values to differentiate pathological from physiological BTU. 53 patients after unilateral ACL-R were retrospectively included in the study. The population was subdivided into a group of symptomatic operated knees and a group of contralateral asymptomatic non-operated knees. BTU was measured in SPECT/CT using a validated anatomical localization-scheme and normalized mean BTU values were calculated in both knees. Wilcoxon signed rank-test and Pearson's rank-correlation coefficient were used (p < 0.05). Symptomatic knees after ACL-R showed significantly more BTU than asymptomatic ones (p < 0.01).Based on the measured BTU activity in SPECT/CT in symptomatic operated and asymptomatic non-operated knees, intensity thresholds of pathological BTU were established. A BTU threshold of greater than the Median + 1 SD of the asymptomatic non-operated knee was defined as pathological. In both groups the highest mean BTU was found on the femoral, tibial and patellar articular surfaces, the lowest BTU in femoral and tibial regions far from the joint. The established BTU thresholds for SPECT/CT in knees after ACL-R help to differentiate disease-specific from patient-specific BTU. It could be speculated that BTU in asymptomatic knees equates to the preoperative condition of the knee joint before ACL-R. Therefore, the results of this study help to understand in-vivo loading of the knee and ultimately lead to prediction of development of osteoarthritis in an early stage.